AML process
before and
after automation.
The AML process is now more important than ever. As
criminal activities have continued to evolve, bank and
regulator have had to work hard to keep up.
In order to stay on top, many banks are now considering
automation as a way to reduce costs, improve service and
free analyst for value added tasks.

From the first touch point.

Client gets in touch with
bank to set up a new
product, or make
a payment

As soon as a person walks into a branch wanting to take out a
credit card, goes online trying to a secure a loan, or calls up trying
to open a new business account, there' s a burgeoning business
relationship to secure for your prosperity and growth.
But, for financial institutions, this is only part of the picture. In
order for any of these customers to get approval for their desired
product, every one of them needs to go through some form of
compliance.

Clients request flows
into core banking
system which triggers
a process

AML software reviews
request and highlights
potential red flags

9 till 5.

24/7,365.

Manual
Operation

Digital Worker
Operation

Instant.

Digital Worker collects
data and filters out
false positves.

2hrs.

Case post to analyst.
can take up two hours
to rec:leve.

5mins.

AML software updated
with Digital WOfker
false poslflve decision.

2hrs.

AML software updated
with false positive
decision.

Analyst.
Investigates alert,
reviews relevant
information and makes
a decision.

Analyst.
Investigates alert,
reviews relevant
information and makes
a decision.

AML Decision made.
Traditional.

1,000

Cases per day.

4-6 hours

Average Handle Time.

4000 hours
or 500 human days.
(based on 9-5)

Automation.

1,000

Cases per day.

20 mins

Average Handle Time.

333 hours

or 13 digital worker days.
(based on 24/7)

(1) https:j j legal.thomsonreuters.comj
(2) https:j / thefintechtimes.comj institutionsfined-26-billion-non-compliance-since-2008/
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